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MATHEMATICS

The paper consist of two Sections; A and B.

Candidates may attemptSIX questions from Section A, andTHREE questions
from Section B.

Credit will be given for complete answers; answers to individual parts of questions
will gain less than pro rata credit.

Write ononeside of the paper only.
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Section A
A1 Orthogonally diagonalize the matrix

A �

2 2 0

2 2 0

0 0 1

.

A2 Consider the following simple financial model. There are three states and three assets.
Asset 1 pays 3 in state 1, nothing in state 2 and 1 in state 3. Asset 2 pays nothing in state 1, 5
in state 2 and 2 in state 3. Asset 3 pays 6 in state 1, 5 in state 2 and 4 in state 3.

1. Construct the return matrix and find a basis for, and the dimension of, the subspace spanned
by the assets.

2. Given an arbitrary payoff vectorb � g3, does there necessarily exist a portfolio which will
achieveb? Explain your answer.

3. Find a basis for the subspace consisting of all those portfolios which deliver a zero payoff in
each state.

A3 Suppose that a population is divided into three classes, “poor”, “middle class” and “rich”.
Of the poor, one quarter become middle class and one quarter become rich in each period.
Of the middle class, one third become rich in each period while none become poor. The rich
always stay rich. In the initial period everyone is poor. Find an expression for the population
distribution aftert periods. What is the distribution in the limit ast v .?

A4 The joint probability density function of the random variablesX andY is given by

fX,Y�x,y  �
c�x " y  x � 1,2 y � 0,1

0 otherwise
.

1. What is the value ofc?
2. Calculate the marginal density functionsfX�x  andfY�y .
3. Calculate the conditional density functionfX|Y�x|y � 0 .
4. Are X andY independent?
A5 Let Y � �Y1,Y2,T,YN  be a random sample from the uniform probability density function

(p.d.f.)

f�y;2  � �1 " 2 "1, 2 t y t 1

1. Show that ifY has p.d.f.f�y;2  thenE�Y  � �1 � 2 /2.
2. Prove that the estimator

§
2 � 2�! i yi /N  " 1 is an unbiased estimator of2.

3. Prove thatVar�
§
2  � �1 " 2 2/3N.
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A6 The entire output of a factory is produced on three machines which account for 20%, 30%
and 50% of the output, respectively. The fraction of defective items produced is 5% for the
first machine, 3% for the second, and 1% for the third.

1. What fraction of the total output is defective?
2. If an item is chosen at random from the total output and is found to be defective, what is the

probability that it was made by the third machine?
A7 Verify that "

2
3 , 1

3 ," 4
3 is a local minimum of the function

5x2
� 2y2

� 2z2
" 2xy� 2yz" 4xz� 2x � 2z.

A8
1. Find and classify the equilibrium point of the differential equation

dx
dt

� 1 " x3.

2. Find and classify the equilibrium point of the difference equation

xn�1 � 2 " xn
3.

A9 The expenditure function e�p,u  is given by

e�p,u  � 2u�p1p2 
1
2 .

Use Taylor series to approximate, to quadratic order in the small price change�h,k , the
change in the expenditure function when prices change fromp � �4,9  to p � �4 � h,9 � k .

Section B
B1 A firm has a production process which produces two (joint) outputs from three inputs. If the

input quantities arex1,x2 andx3, the resulting output is 3x1 � x2 � 3x3 units of output good
1 and 4x1 � x2 � x3 units of output good 2. The firm has to produce, in the least costly
fashion, at least 2 units of output good 1 and at least 1 unit of output good 2. The prices of
the inputs are respectively 12, 2 and 3.

1. Set up the firm’s problem as a linear programming problem.
2. Write down the dual problem and solve it.
3. Using complementary slackness principles, solve the original problem. Verify that the

duality theorem holds.
4. How much would the minimum cost fall if the required amount of output good 1 were

reduced by a small amount?
B2
1. Show that, if the rank of anm� n matrix A is r, then the dimension of its nullspace isn " r.
2. Given a subspaceV � gn of dimensionk, define the orthogonal complement ofV and show

that it has dimensionn " k.
3. Given matricesA andB such thatBA exists, show thatNull�A  � Null�BA . Hence show

that, if AA has an inverse, then so doesA.
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B3 Let X1, ...,Xn denote a random sample from the Poisson distribution with probability
density function
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f�x  � 5x exp�"5 
x!

5 � 0 x � 0,1,2,3, ...

1. For what type of phenomenon would a Poisson process constitute a valid probability model?
2. Find the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) of5.
3. Show that5� is unbiased for5.
4. Using the invariance property of MLE, find the MLE for* � e"5 and show that*� is biased

for *. Can you say anything about the consistency properties of*�?
B4
1. A random variableX has density functionf�x . Define the moment generating function

MX�t .
2. If X andY are independent random variables with moment generating functionsMX�t  and

MY�t  derive the moment generating function of)X � *Y where) and* are constants.
3. A random variableX takes the values 1 with probabilityp and 0 with probability 1" p.

What is the moment generating function ofX?
4. £Xi 3 i � 1, ...,n¤ are independent random variables each with the same distribution asX.

Let Sn �
1
n �X1 � X2 � ...Xn . Calculate the moment generating function ofSn and hence

find its mean and variance.
B5 [In this question, you may quote without proof any results from consumer theory you

require. ]
1. Explain briefly the origin of the equation

V big( p,e�p,u  big) � u,

where V�p,m  is the indirect utility function and e�p,u  is the expenditure function derived
from a (direct) utility function U�x .

2. Obtain Roy’s identity for the Marshallian demand functionD�p,m :

D i�p,m  � "
�V big/ �pi

�V big/ �m
.

Hence prove that V�tp, tm  � V�p,m , for any scaling factort, and explain this result by
means of a diagram.

3. An indirect utility function is given by

V big( p,m big) � m4

p1
3p2

.

Find the expenditure function, the compensated demand functions and the Marshallian
demand functions. Verify that your demand functions have the correct scaling behaviour.

4. Find also the direct utility function.
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B6
1. Write down the definition of the termconcaveas applied to the function ofn variables f�p .

The expenditure function e�p,u  is defined by

e�p,u  � p � x',  mbox p � x'
t p � x �x.

By considering price vectorsp1, p2 and an intermediate price vectorp, with corresponding
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optimal demand bundlesx1
', x2

' andx', show that e�p,u  is concave in prices.
2. Use matrix methods to solve the difference equations

xn�1 � xn � hyn

yn�1 � hxn � yn

subject to the conditionsx0 � 0 andy0 � 2.
3. Find the limit of your solution ash v 0 andn v ., with nh � t for fixed t. To what system

of differential equations do these equations correspond in the limith v 0?
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